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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

j Are the Data Worth Owning?
Amitai Etzioni has recently (14 April 1972, page 121) raised the question of who should ultimatelyown the data. He points out that, since data
colis (sic) oftenlost or becomes inaccessible,agencies that finance data
lection or preparation should require that it be made available to others
by deposition in a data bank or library.

Science serves its readers as a forum for the
presentation and discussion of important issues
related to the advancement of science, including
the presentation of minority or conflicting points
of view, rather than by publishing only material
on which a consensus has been reached. Accord
ingly, all articles published in Science-including
editorials, news and comment, and book reviews
-are signed and reflect the individual views of the
authors and not official points of view adopted by
the AAAS or the institutions with which the authors
are affiliated.

A more fundamental question than who should own the data is, Are
the answer is usually an
owning? Unfortunately,

the data even worth

andcostly"No"acrossthe entirespectrumof research. The
embarrassing
problem usually lies in lackof knowledge about the trustworthiness of the
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of the National Standard Reference Data
to
System of the NationalBureau of Standards, estimates that from 50
over 90 percent of the publishedraw data available for producing trustworthy, evaluated results for the physical properties of scientific materials

Further, David Lide, head
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of
purpose.A good illustration
cannot, in fact, be usedfor thisimportant
the basic difficultyhas been given by the late W. J. Youden of NBS. He
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that, of 15 observationsof the mean distance to the sun pub1895 to 1961, each worker's estimated value is outside the
uncertainty limitsset by his immediate predecessor.
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Both systematicand randomerrors occur in all experimentalsituations.

They shouldbe estimated,discussed,and cited separately,as Churchill
Eisenhart has pointed out. Ideally,systematicerrorsshouldbe estimated
measuringthe quantityin questionwith a differentapby independently
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error comparable

to or smaller than the estimated root-mean-

.

it is unusual for the experimenterto check the deviations for stochastic
independenceand to state the result of such a check. Rarely indeed does
one find mention of the statisticaldistributionthat the deviations appear
to follow. Without such knowledge, however, one cannot assess the
of such important derived quantities as ordinary conmeaningfulness
fidence limits and standard deviations. When individual measurements
are to be analyzed by such techniques as least squares, one seldom finds
experimenters replicating the individual measurements closely enough to

obtain trustworthy estimates of uncertainties for use in weighted least
squares. 'Yet only thus can one verify the assumptions implicit in even
unweighted least squares. Nonlinear least squares analysis is becoming

much more common these days, but one never finds it shown that the
is
bias in parameter estimates introduced by this estimation technique
safely smaller than the sampling error. Finally, there are almost always
random errors present in the values of all variables measured (except

in whole number cases), not
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from that of

multiply one's best estimate of it by a factor of 3.
Even when estimates of individual errors (deviations) are calculated,
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square random error of the experiment.When it is impractical to obtain
independent estimates of the systematicerror, a good rule of thumb is to
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preferablyone that

the original apparatus.One should strive to make the estimatedmaximum
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all; even when they

are, they are themselvesgenerallyuntrustworthy.Lancelot Hogben has
stated that "less than one percent of research workers clearly apprehend
the rationale of statistical techniques they commonly invoke."
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are usually not given at
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"dependent"
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as is

usually assumed in ordinary least squares analysis. Although a generalized

least squarestechniqueis necessaryand availableto handlesuch situais the need for it usually recognized.
it is hardly ever used-nor
Clearly, much further education in data analysis, presentation of results, and the need to call in a statisticianis necessarybefore a high proportion of publisheddata can be properly used for more than qualitative
purposes.-J. Ross MACDONALD, Chairman, Numerical Data Advisory

tions,

Board, National Research Council.

